
PETCO Recycling and Sustainable Brands 



MEGATRENDS
2030



#1 Individual Empowerment 
Source: Global Trends 2030: Alternative Worlds - NIC



#2 Diffusion of power
Source: Global Trends 2030: Alternative Worlds - NIC



#3 Global demographic shifts
Source: Global Trends 2030: Alternative Worlds - NIC



#4 Food, water, energy nexus
Source: Global Trends 2030: Alternative Worlds - NIC



The next global superpower won’t be China or India 
it’ll be people.

- Noam Chomsky



Africa



Africa 2030:

1.6 billion people
+45% from 2015

25% of the global population 



Africa 2030:

$2.1 Trillion in household consumption 
$3.5 trillion in B2B spending



On average, people in the developed world 
open seven items of packaging every day.



For Africa, by 2030 this would amount 
to 11.2 billion items of ‘trash’ per day. 



What is a sustainable brand?



The world has a trust problem





The brand is the company and the company is the bra nd 



What can the plastic recycling industry in South Africa 
do to align themselves as a sustainable brand?





The new 4Ps:

People / Planet / Purpose / Profit



People 

Ethics.
Understanding of the interconnectedness of use all. 
A company’s success must be society’s success. 

It’s a position of ethics in an era of greed. 



Planet 

Understanding the systemic nature of our closed system.
No brand can exist in an unsustainable environment.



Purpose

How is this brand making the world a better place?
Would the world be a poorer place without this company?



Profit

The fuel which powers the other three.



Current perception of the plastics recycling 
industry globally and in South Africa



People don’t know the difference between plastics 



Plastic recycling is only marginally better 
for the environment than landfill disposal.

- NYTimes



Leakage



Every year, 8 million tonnes of plastics 
leak into the ocean 

— which is equivalent to dumping the 
contents of one garbage truck into the 
ocean every minute. 



Fossil fuel feedstock



Fossil fuel feedstock -
plastic comes from crude oil



Link with climate change



Link with climate change…
what can I do 
to make a difference?



…it all adds up to excellent corporate PR.



South Africa



Fragmented







The missing middle?

Appeals to rich people in Noordhoek and Sandton
who feel guilty and; 

the bin-scavengers who need the money.



Case studies



Case studies



Consumer education







Retail reverse logistics



Process innovation: Ambercycle



Innovation: Ambercycle

Ambercycle focuses on making plastic 
recycling profitable and sustainable 

by using synthetic biology to engineer 
custom-tailored organisms that can degrade 

plastics into its chemical components. 
The new technology harnesses engineered 
enzymes to degrade plastic bottles, such as 

PET soda bottles, and transform them into PTA.



Sustainability Collaboration





South Africa’s RanMarine - PortXL winner



South Africa’s RanMarine - PortXL winner

These problems are too complex to solve them alone



Some recommendations to the plastic recycling 
industry in South Africa



Sustainable brands create scalable impact



Requires a different kind of thinking



Systems thinking



Recycling is not an environmental problem -
it’s a people problem



PLACES TO INTERVENE IN A SYSTEM

(in increasing order of effectiveness)

12. Constants, parameters, numbers (such as government subsidies, taxes, standards).
11. The sizes of buffers and other stabilising stocks, relative to their flows.

10. The structure of material stocks and flows 
(such as transport networks, population age structures).

9. The lengths of delays , relative to the rate of system change.
8. The strength of negative feedback loops , relative 

to the impacts they are trying to correct against.
7. The gain around driving positive feedback loops .

6. The structure of information flows (who does and does not have access to information).
5. The rules of the system (such as incentives, punishments, constraints).
4. The power to add, change, evolve, or self-organise system structure .

3. The goals of the system.
2. The mindset or paradigm out of which the system

— its goals, structure, rules, delays, parameters — arises.
1. The power to transcend paradigms.

- Donella Meadows



How could we…?



Constants of the system:

Government support?



The Mindset out of which the system emerges:







Mindset:

#BeLABELWISE











Incentives - the rules of the system:











Information and Rules of the system:

…it’s not trash, it’s money!





Goals of the system:

Measurable future goals?



Trancending 
paradigms





What will the people do?



Thank you


